How can we find state-of-the-art papers for a given task? Is it possible to automatically maintain leaderboards in the form of partial orders between papers, based on performance on standard benchmarks? Can we detect potential anomalies in papers where some metrics improve but others degrade? Is citation count of any use in early detection of top-performing papers? Here we answer these questions, while describing our experience building a new bibliometric system that robustly mines experimental performance from papers. We propose a novel performance tournament graph with papers as nodes, where edges encode noisy performance comparison information extracted from papers. These extractions resemble (noisy) outcomes of matches in an incomplete tournament. Had they been complete and perfectly reliable, compiling a ranking would have been trivial. In the face of noisy extractions, we propose several approaches to rank papers, identify the best of them, and show that commercial academic search systems fail miserably at finding state-of-the-art papers. Contradicting faith in a steady "march of science", we find widespread existence of cycles in the performance tournament, which expose potential anomalies and reproducibility issues. Using widely-used lists of state-of-the-art papers in 27 areas of Computer Science, we demonstrate that our system can effectively build reliable rankings. Our code and data sets will be placed in the public domain.
Introduction
Comparison against recent baseline methods is critical to publishing experimental research. With the explosion of online research paper repositories like arXiv, and the frenetic level of activity in some research areas, keeping track of the best techniques and their reported performance on benchmark tasks has become increasingly challenging. Papers with similar techniques reporting similar or even contradictory performance are commonplace. The resulting cacophony presents a barrier to entry of new researchers and ideas, trapping "wisdom" about winning techniques to small coteries, disseminated by word of mouth.
Price [22] laid the foundation stone of citation graphs in bibliometry. The majority of academic search systems utilize citation graphs for search and recommendation [28, 13, 5, 27] . They are also used to characterize popularity dynamics [3, 26, 32, 31, 30] , topic evolution [12, 15] , and community detection [19] . Commercial scholarly search systems like Google Scholar (GS) 1 , Microsoft Academic Search (MAS) 2 , Semantic Scholar (SS) 3 , AMiner (AM) 4 etc., incorporate relevance, age, citation trajectory, citation velocity, and impact factor for ranking papers.
To the best of our knowledge, no existing systems factor in comparative experimental performance reported in papers. Therefore, several intriguing questions remain unanswered by current scholarly search systems:
• Of the thousands of papers citing a seminal work, which actually advance the state of the art reported therein?
• Does paper P consistently outperform paper Q?
• What is the currently best-performing technique for a given task?
We encourage the reader to use the above commercial search tools to try to answer questions of the above nature. This limited early visibility of state-of-the-art (hereafter 'SOTA') papers, along with diverse tasks, data sets and baseline approaches, leads to several ill-effects in comparison studies. Kharazmi et al. [17] present evidence that comparison with a strong baseline is more informative than with multiple weaker baselines. They found that the Information Retrieval community continues to test against weaker baselines. A similar study [11] shows that comparison with multiple weak baselines led to "excessive optimism" in the progress made in an area of research.
Against this backdrop, we have built a new bibliometric tool that takes the first steps toward addressing the above information needs. In the rest of this section, we highlight our contributions that are embodied in our system. vance (measured by latent factors such as topic, author, venue popularity), and publication date for ranking papers. However, they fail to factor in article's performance for ranking, resulting in poor visibility of SOTA papers in top ranked results. In Section 2, we report an extensive, first-of-its-kind experiment that demonstrates severe limitations of current academic search systems in retrieving SOTA papers. Figure 1 : Sample performance numbers in a table with citations [6] . Each row corresponds to a competing algorithm or system, which is associated with a paper cited (green highlighted link) from that row. Each column represents a performance metric.
Identification of table citations as a rich source of performance comparisons
Performance numbers are very commonly presented in tables. A prototypical performance table ( Figure 1 ) has a first column that records the name of a competing system or algorithm, along with a citation. Each subsequent column is dedicated to some performance metric. The rows make it simple to associate performance numbers with specific papers. In recent years, tables with citations (here, named table citations) and performance summaries have rapidly become popular. Experimental outcomes are also often expressed as graphs and charts. There are systems [16, 8, 1, 24] that extract tabular data from graphs and charts. Using these in our system is left for future work.
System to extract labeled performance tournament graphs from tables
The great variety of presenting performance in tables -involving variations in data sets, sampling protocols, algorithmic and system details -makes it hopeless to supervise accurate information extractors. E.g., the data set may not even be mentioned in the caption, but instead in running text. Units chosen across different tables may differ. A key contribution of this paper is to choose a manner of extraction that is extremely open-domain and style-agnostic, while demonstrating that performance signals can still be inferred from its extractions. Significant work has been done to extract information present within tables of PDF research articles [7, 34, 29] . These systems largely focus on raw textual information extraction, overlooking semantic relationship between tabular elements (rows and columns). In addition, these systems are not robust enough to understand all possible table formats. Extraction accuracies are further significantly degraded by OCR errors. To overcome some of these limitations, we exploit article's L A T E X source code for information extraction. We utilize L A T E Xś high-quality typesetting features to achieve near-optimal extraction accuracies. Recent advancement in digital libraries, particularly, preprint servers like arXiv 5 have massively contributed to the availability of L A T E X source code repositories. ArXiv requires authors to upload the source of PDF articles generated from L A T E X code. Recently, similar submission policies have been introduced by ACL 6 , Elsevier 7 , PLOS 8 , etc. We describe these in Section 3 and Section 4.
We digest a multitude of tables in different papers into a novel performance tournament graph. Each edge represents a perceived comparison between two papers, labeled with the ID of the paper where the comparison is reported, the metric (e.g., recall, precision, F1 score, etc.) used for the comparison, and the numeric values of the metric in the two papers. We then propose several reasonable edge aggregation strategies to simplify and featurize the performance tournament graph, in preparation to solving the tournament problems.
Algorithms to rank papers using table citation tournaments
Ranking sports teams into total orders, on the basis of the win/loss outcomes of a limited number of matches played between them, has a long history [14, 10, 23] . We adapt two widely-used tournament solvers, and find that they are better than some simple baselines. However, we can further improve on tournament solvers using simple variations of PageRank [21, 33] on a graph suitably derived from the tournament. Overall, our best ranking algorithms beat commercial scholarly search by large margins 9 . Ground truth for these studies were collected from lists of SOTA papers on various tasks hosted on the Web (which again goes to prove that SOTA support from scholarly search engines is limited). We present evidence that our table-based tournament extraction strategy can elicit better signals than gross citation and co-citation graphs. 
Anecdotes and anomalies
We also provide plentiful evidence of conflicting comparisons between papers, or a paper improving one metric at the cost of another. Our system makes it easy to mine for such graph phenomena and identify tasks and algorithms where "the jury is out", which can help focus subsequent research effort.
Outline: The rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents a motivating experiment showing that commercial scholarly search has no/poor support for performance-based ranking. Section 3 describes the arXiv's Computer Science dataset and details step by step extraction procedure for performance tournament graph construction. In section 4, we show how to construct performance tournament graphs. In the subsequent section we present various schemes for ranking tournaments. We present evaluation results in section 6. We discuss limitation of current work in section 7. We conclude in section 8 and identify future work.
Motivating experiment
Current academic search systems suffer from several limitations. Our focus here, on the poor early visibility of SOTA papers, is no stranger to researchers. To cope, researchers manually build and maintain collections of papers that introduce top-performing algorithms and systems. A representative example from the rapidly growing and evolving area of deep learning is https://github. com/sbrugman/deep-learning-papers. It contains papers on malware detection/security, code generation, NLP tasks like summarization, classification, sentiment analysis etc., as well as computer vision tasks like style transfer, image segmentation, and self-driving cars. This Github repository is very popular and has more than 2,500 stargazers and has been forked 315 times.
Using the broad topics under which papers are maintained as queries, we retrieved 10 top-10 and top-20 papers for over 27 topics from two very popular existing academic search systems: Google Scholar (GS) and Semantic Scholar (SS). Table 2 shows that the SOTA papers curated by knowledgeable experts rarely find a place in the top results returned by these two systems. To be fair, these systems were not tuned to find SOTA papers, but we argue that this is an important missing search feature. As fields saturate and stabilize, citations to "the last of the SOTA papers" may eclipse citations to older ones, rendering citation-biased ranking satisfactory. But we again argue that recognizing SOTA papers quickly is critical to researchers.
In the rest of this paper, we will address the above limitation by constructing a novel labeled tournament graph, extracted from performance comparison tables. We will then rank papers based on aggregate views of these tournament graphs. Table 3 shows statistics of arXiv dataset dump. ArXiv accepts four different paper formats -(i) (La)TeX, AMS(La)TeX, PDFLaTeX, (ii) PDF, (iii) PostScript, and (iv) HTML with JPEG/PNG/GIF images. However, arXiv mandates uploading the source of dvi, PS, or PDF articles generated from L A T E X code. This resulted in a large volume of papers (1,181,349 out of 1,297,992 papers) with source code. For the Table 3 : General statistics about the arXiv dataset. Large proportion (91%) of papers have made their L A T E X code available.
Year range 1991-2017 Number of papers 1,297,992 Number of papers with L A T E X code 1,181,349 Total fields 9 current study, we restricted ourself to the field of Computer Science because of rapid innovations and ease of judging and interpreting results from our system.
Citations Metrics

Information extraction steps
In this section, we describe several preprocessing steps for bibliography and table extraction. Table 5 shows general statistics of the curated Computer Science dataset. The curation process is divided into the following sub-tasks.
Reference extraction
Since arXiv does not run BibT eX in the auto-TeXing procedure, the references can only be resolved by parsing the ".bbl" files. Albeit, occasionally, references are embedded in ".bbl" format within the ".tex" file itself. We, therefore, extract references from either ".bbl" or ".tex" files. We have successfully extracted several families of bibliography styles like Bibitem, Harvarditem etc. by utilizing hand written regular expressions. The extraction phase is followed by multiple phases of cleaning and pruning to remove latex symbols and commands, newline characters, Latin symbols etc. In contrast with previous reference extraction systems, we also extract reference markers present within the reference text. In general, these markers cite reference papers using the '\cite' command. We utilize them to extract table citations (described later in this section). Overall, we extracted 2,841,554 references.
Reference Mapping
Next, we extract titles embedded inside the references. We first employ certain regular expressions for title extraction. For the references that are not successfully parsed using regular expressions, we use the state-of-the-art reference extraction framework ParsCit [9] 11 to extract titles. Overall, we successfully extract 2,745,465 titles from 2,841,554 references (96.6%). Next, we index the arXiv paper titles and extracted reference titles. Indexing of the titles resulted in unique 1,145,083 paper titles.
Table extraction
In this sub-task, we perform table extraction from each paper. We utilize tabular environment for table extraction. We successfully handle complicated writing styles like separate input table files, multirow, multicolumns etc. We extract 204,264 candidate tables from 51,392 arXiv papers. 
Collecting table citations
In the next step, we extract baseline papers compared in the table. Throughout this paper, we will use the term table citations to refer to these baseline papers. Interestingly, we find three distinct types of citation patterns to cite baseline papers in the table:
Explicit citation: Citation is explicitly made using '\cite' command within table cells.
Implicit non-self citation: The baseline paper is implicitly referred with some keyword. We experimented with several heuristics to look for citations associated with these keywords. For the current work, we look for '\cite'
command in the close proximity of the first appearance of these keywords within the main text of the paper. Keyword and the corresponding citation are in close proximity, if:
• they occur in the same sentence, and
• the next citation instance precedes keyword, in case of multiple citation instances within the same sentence.
Implicit self-citation: The authors compare their proposed method with baselines in the tables. However, since the proposed method cannot be cited using '\cite' command, the authors use specific keywords (say, 'X') to describe their proposed method. We look for these keywords in popular phrases like "We propose X", "This paper proposes X", "We develop X", etc., to extract the implicit self citation.
Explicit citations can be easily mapped to the extracted references using reference markers. The major challenge lies in the extraction of implicit non-self and self-citations. Our focus here is to prove the utility of performance tournament graphs. Additional citation collection tools, perhaps driven by machine learning-based information extraction, will further improve our system.
Performance metrics extraction
In the last step, we extract performance metrics present in the table. In the majority of the cases, we find that table citations and metrics are present in orthogonal locations, i.e., if table citations are present in rows then evaluation metrics are mentioned in columns and vice-versa.
Edge orientation
Metrics differ in what is defined as 'improvement': larger recall, precision, F1, transactions per second are better, while smaller error, running time, and perplexity are preferred. This is currently hardwired into our metric meta-data manually. This information helps us orient the edges of our performance tournament graph.
In Section 6, we conduct extensive evaluation of each of the above extraction tasks. In the next section, we encode extracted information in a novel graph construct to enhance search and ranking capabilities of current academic systems.
Performance tournament graph
The information extracted from table citations gives us an abstract performance tournament graph, which we want to utilize to obtain the state-of-the-art papers. The tournament graph encodes performance comparison relationships between competitive papers in the form of improvements. 
Definition and properties
Performance tournament graph G(V, E, M ) is a directed graph between a set of research papers V that are compared against each other. Here, M represents the set of all the evaluation metrics. Edge between two papers (n 1 , n 2 ) is annotated with four-tuple (m,v 1 ,v 2 ,c), where m ∈ M , v 1 and v 2 represent metric values for lower and higher performing papers respectively. c denotes the paper that compared n 1 and n 2 . The directionality of an edge e (e ∈ E) is determined by the performance comparison between two end points. The paper with lower performance points towards better performing paper. Figure 4 shows a toy example of the construction of a performance tournament graph from an extracted table. These tournament graphs have some interesting properties.
Multi-edges: A pair of paper can be compared together at multiple instances resulting in multi-edge directed graph. Every comparison creates a directed edge with different tuple value. Two directed edges are termed as anti-parallel if they are between the same pair of papers, but in opposite directions. Whereas, two directed edges are said to be parallel if they are between the same pair of papers and in the same direction. In Figure 4c , two parallel edges exist between papers B and C and two anti-parallel edges exist between papers A and B.
Directed cycles: Cyclic paths may exist in a performance graph. A majority of them arise from multi-edges.
Weakly connected components: Several weakly connected components exist in performance graphs. Each component represents a collection of competitive papers that attempt a particular research task. Comparisons across components may not be meaningful, unless the components got disconnected owing to lost opportunities for extracting comparisons. Some of the top metrics found across different tables in our dataset, along with the number of nodes and edges introduced by each of them in the performance graph, are reported in Table 6 . In addition, we also report the proportion of multi-edges, the connected components and the largest cycle lengths in the same table. Some interesting cycles of papers that we found in the entire performance graph are noted in Table 7 . Cycles exist mainly owing to comparison of a cluster of non-dominating papers along different metrics, datasets and tasks. The papers perform image segmentation. A is better than C for precision measure. B is better than A for recall measure and C is better than B in F-score. C compared itself with B and A. Figure 8 shows visualizations of some of the weakly connected components corresponding to performance graphs induced from three metrics -Accuracy, Precision and BLEU. In the Accuracy induced performance graph the pink color component represents papers from action recognition (34.43%), the green component represents image parsing papers (6.13%) and the blue color represents natural language inference papers (3.29%). Similarly, in the Precision induced performance graph the pink color component represents papers from object tracking (10.69%), the green component represents text detection papers (7.89%) and the blue component represents image recognition papers (6.36%). In the BLEU induced performance graph the pink color component represents papers from image/video captioning (44.79%) and the green component represents machine translation papers (11.46%).
Tournament aggregation
Multiple strategies can be utilized to summarize and aggregate multi-edges into a clean tournament graph. We consider the following variations. Note that all of these are directed graphs. In each case, we discuss if and how a directed edge (i, j) is assigned a summarized weight.
UNW -Unweighted Graph
The simplest variant preserves the directed edges without any weights. This is equivalent to giving a weight of 1 for each of these directed edge (i, j), if there is any comparison.
ALL -Weighted Graph (Total number of comparisons)
This variation uses the total number of comparisons between two papers p i and p j as the weights of the directed edge. Thus, each time an improvement is reported, it is used as an additional vote to obtain the edge weight.
UNQ -Weighted Graph (Unique number of metric comparisons)
This variation uses the unique number of metrics for which p j improves upon p i as the edge weight. The intuition for this construction is that improvements over multiple metrics should be given a higher weight.
Dummy winner and loser nodes
In the tournament ranking literature that we shall discuss in the next section, the most prominent factor that guarantees convergence is that the tournament must be connected. However, performance tournament graphs are mostly disconnected due to extraction inaccuracies, incomplete article collection, etc. Therefore, we introduce a dummy node that either wins or loses over all other nodes in the graph. A dummy node has a suitably directed edge to every other node.
Tournament scoring and ranking
In this section, we explore several ranking schemes to select the most competitive papers by analyzing the performance graph. We begin with basic baselines, then explore and adapt the tournament literature, and finally present adaptations of PageRank-style algorithms.
Baseline approaches
Numeric comparison: Among the most naive ways is to directly associate each paper with numbers extracted from tables, average them (or aggregate them in some other manner) and sort papers by these numeric scores in increasing or decreasing order as warranted. Given numeric extractions as absolute values are very noisy, we expect this to perform quite poorly.
Sink nodes: One way to be robust to numeric scores is to regard each table as comparing some papers, a pair at a time, and inserting an edge from paper p 1 to paper p 2 if the table lists a better (greater or smaller depending on metric) number against p 2 than p 1 . In such a directed graph, sink nodes that have no out-links are locally maximal. Thus, the hunt for SOTA papers may be characterized as a hunt for sink nodes. We do not expect this to work well either, because our graphs contain so many biconnected components, thanks to papers being compared on multiple metrics.
Dense cocitations: An indirect indication that a paper has pushed the envelope of performance on a task is that it is later compared with many papers. We can capture this signal in a graph where nodes are papers, and an edge and its reverse edge (both unweighted) are added between papers p 1 and p 2 if they are cited by any paper. Edges in both directions are added without considering the numbers extracted from the tables.
Linear tournament
"Solving" an incomplete tournament over n teams means to assign each team a score or rank inducing a total order over them that is reasonably consistent with incomplete pairwise observations. Such techniques try to extrapolate the anticipated outcome of a match between teams i and j (which was never played, say) in terms of the statistics of known outcomes, e.g., i defeated k and k defeated j. Redmond [23] started with an incomplete tournament matrix M where m ij = m ji is the number of matches played between teams i and j. m m m = (m i ) where m i = j m ij is the number of matches played by team i. Abusing the division operator, letM = M/m m m denote M after normalizing rows to add up to 1.
Of the m ij matches between teams i and j, suppose i won r ij times and j won r ji = m ij − r ij times. Then the dominance of i over j is d ij = r ij − r ji and the dominance of j over i is d ji = r ji − r ij = −d ij . Setting the dominance of a team over itself as zero in one dummy match, we can calculate the average dominance of a team i asd i = j d ij j m ij , and this produces a reasonable ranking of the teams to a first approximation, i.e., up to "first generation" or direct matches. To extrapolate to "second generation" matches, we consider all (i, k) and (k, j) matches, which is given by the matrix M 2 . Third generation matches are likewise counted in M 3 , and so on. David [10] showed that a meaningful scoring of teams can be obtained as the limit lim T →∞ T t=0M
Exponential tournament
The exponential tournament model [14] is somewhat different, and based on a probabilistic model. Given R = (r ij ) as above, it computes row sums ρ i = j r ij . Let ρ ρ ρ = (ρ i ) be the empirically observed team scores. Again, we can sort teams by decreasing ρ i as an initial estimate, but this is based in an incomplete and noisy tournament. Between teams i and j there are (latent/unknown) probabilities p ij + p ji = 1 such that the probability that i defeats j in a match is p ij . Then the MLE estimate is p ij = r ij /m ij . Jech [14] shows that there exist team 'values' v v v = (v i ) such that i v i = 0 and
Here M and ρ ρ ρ are observed and fixed, and v v v are variables. Values v v v can be fitted using gradient descent. Once the matrix P P P = (p ij ) is thus built, it gives a consistent probability for all possible permutations of the teams. In particular, j p ij gives the probability that i defeats all other teams (marginalized over all orders within the other teams j). Sorting teams i by decreasing j p ij is thus a reasonable rating scheme.
Weighted PageRank
PageRank computes a ranking of the competitive papers in the (suitably aggregated) tournament graph based on the structure of the incoming links. We uti-lize standard PageRank implementation 12 to rank nodes in the directed weighted tournament graph. Consider a directed edge (u, v) with w(u, v) as edge weight. Let O(v) be out-neighbors of node v and I(u) be in-neighbors of node u. PageRank score P R t+1 (u) of a paper u at (t + 1) th iteration can be computed as:
Here α is a damping factor that is usually set to 0.85, with uniform teleport 1/n, where n denotes total papers in the tournament graph. We run this weighted variant of PageRank on each induced tournament graph corresponding to each query. Candidate response papers are ordered using P R values. These scores can also be used for tie-breaking sink nodes.
Experimental evaluation
In this section, we conduct comprehensive evaluation (henceforth named 'extraction performance' ) of five extractive subtasks described in Section 3.2. The five subtasks include reference extraction, reference mapping, table extraction, collecting table citations and performance metric extraction. We randomly sample 20 research articles from ArXiv's computer science dataset to manually evaluate each subtask. The current section also presents exhaustive comparison statistics (henceforth named 'ranking performance' ) of several ranking schemes described in the previous section (Section 5). We compare adaptations of tournament and PageRank-style ranking schemes with two popular search systems -Google Scholar (GS) and Semantic Scholar (SS) along with three baselines -sink nodes, cocitation and numeric comparison-style ranking schemes.
Extraction performance
For first three subtasks -reference extraction, reference mapping and table extraction, we sample 20 random articles from entire ArXiv's Computer Science collection. For the next two subtasks -collecting table citations and performance metric extraction, we sample 20 random articles that consist of at least one comparative table. The extracted output is manually 13 validated by inspecting the tabular contents in the respective article. Table 9 reports extraction accuracies in terms of micro-precision and micro-recall. All subtasks performed exceptionally well, specially in terms of recall (more important in this scenario). Title extraction (in reference mapping) fails at several instances due to existence of partial author names, conference/journal titles, partial title strings etc. Also, complexities in writing like combining metric names with benchmark datasets, usage of numerals as parameters of metrics, one to two letter metric acronyms etc. led to inaccuracies in collecting table citations and performance metric extraction subtasks. Table 10 shows comparisons between Google Scholar (GS), Semantic Scholar (SS), and several ranking variations implemented in our testbed. Recall@10, Recall@20, NDCG@10, and NDCG@20 are used as the evaluation measures, averaged over the 27 topics shown in Table 2 . Since our primary objective is to find competitive prior art, recall is more important than in case of Web search, where precision at the top (NDCG) is paid more attention.
Given the complex nature of performance tournament ranking, our absolute recall and NDCG are modest. Among naive baselines, sink node search led to generally worst performance, which was expected. Numeric comparison is slightly better, but not much.
GS and SS are mediocre as well. Despite the obvious fit between our problem and tournament algorithms, they are surprisingly lackluster. In fact, tournament algorithms lose to simple cocitation. However, the "unique metric" version of PageRank improves beyond cocitation, almost doubling the gains beyond GS and SS, and is clearly the best choice. UNQ vs. cocitation diagnostics: Why is UNQ so much better than cocitation? For each topic, we look into the rank obtained by the first SOTA node in the UNQ and the cocitation graph. We compare the ratio of the in-degree to the out-degree (an indicator of asymmetry) of this SOTA node (F s ) with the average ratio of the in-degree to the out-degree of the entire graph (F G ). In 100% cases where UNQ produces better ranking than cocitation for the first SOTA node, we found F s >> F G (i.e., the asymmetry of the first SOTA node is far larger than the average asymmetry of the graph). Similarly, if we consider the rank of first two SOTA nodes in the UNQ and cocitation graphs, in 87% cases F s >> F G if the rank is better for the UNQ graph. In 90% cases F s >> F G if the rank of the first three SOTA nodes is better in the UNQ graph than the cocitation graph. 
Limitations
We have presented a detailed procedure for bibliography and table extraction, title indexing and tournament construction. We focused on L A T E X source for our initial prototype. However, vast volume of research documents are available in several other file formats and also contain other elements that can be used for comparison visualization.
Articles in PDF format: Most publishers have adopted PDF as a standard target file type for submissions and electronic distribution [4] . However, the proposed data extraction steps shown in the section 3 cannot be utilized for articles in PDF file type. We argue that several table and bibliography extraction tools like Tabula 14 , OCR++ [25] , GROBID [18] etc., can be used for efficient extraction similar to the our proposed extraction approach.
Comparative charts: Charts are an excellent way to plot data patterns and trends. In addition, they are also used to compare multiple systems. Again, our proposed step-by-step data extraction procedure suffers from inability to process charts. We can utilize already existing state-of-the-art extraction systems that aim to detect [20] and extract [2] information from scientific charts.
Conclusion
Current scholarly search systems fail to rank state-of-the-art papers until they acquire sufficient number of citations. Heavily-cited, top-ranking papers are often not the best-performing in fast-changing fields of research. To remedy this shortcoming, we introduce performance tournament graphs that encode information about performance comparisons between scientific papers. Currently, these tournaments are extracted from tables with citations and performance numbers, but in principle, they can be extracted also from graphs and charts. The process of extracting tournaments is designed to be robust, flexible, and domain-independent, but this makes our labeled tournament graphs rather noisy. We present a number of ways to aggregate the tournament edges, and a number of ways to score and rank nodes on the basis of this incomplete and noisy information. The final result is a scholarly search system that is very simple to implement, but which beats commercial services by a large margin. It should be trivial to incorporate our system into such commercial services.
